
Phase I Zoosk to Zoosk



Julie Matt

Julie and Matt met through Zoosk. Julie thinks Matt is a good guy, but she just doesn't feel the spark.



Julie then met another guy through Zoosk and they started dating. She's really happy. 



Then Julie thinks about her good friend Ashley, who is also using Zoosk now. "Ashley and Matt might like 
each other since they have the same sense of humor!"



So Julie goes to the "Matchmaker" tab in Zoosk. She sees all her facebook friends that use Zoosk as well 
as her Zoosk Connections. She selects Matt from the list.



Then she is prompted to choose who she wants to set Matt up with. She searches for her friend Ashley - 
who is both a Facebook friend + Zoosk user - and selects her. 



She writes separate + personalized  messages to both Matt and Ashley, explaining why she thinks they 
would make a great match! Then she sends out the matchup invitation! 



Ashley + Matt both see that they have a new message in their "First Messages" tab. 



 After reading the message from Julie and looking at Ashley's profile, Matt's interest is peaked. Ashley who 
respects her friend Julie's opinion is interested in connecting with Matt. They both accept the invitation.  



Similar to SmartPick, the chat is automatically set up only after both Ashley and Matt accept the 
matchup invitation. Ashley and Matt start chatting through Zoosk. 

Hey, Ashley. How are you doing?

I'm good, Matt. How are you?

Matt

Ashley



Phase II Zoosk to Facebook



Matt met his new girlfriend Ashley through being matched up and wants to pay it forward. He decides to match 
up his friend Peter who doesn't use Zoosk + has been single for a while with Emily - a girl that he used to chat 

with on Zoosk, who he remembers has a lot in common with Peter.



Matt goes to the "MatchMaker" tab on Zoosk and proposes a match between Peter and Emily. He selects 
Emily from the list. 



Then he selects Peter. Even though Peter isn't on Zoosk, Matt is able to select him on the Zoosk platform, 
because Matt agreed to share his Facebook friendlist with Zoosk when he created his Zoosk account.

Peter



Matt writes a personal message to both Emily and Peter and then sends the match invitation!



Peter receives a facebook message from his friend Matt about potentially being matched up with Emily. 
Peter who has been feeling lonely lately accepts the matchup through clicking on the Zoosk link.  



Peter agrees to login to Zoosk via his Facebook account, which allows for his Zoosk profile to be 
automatically set up. 



After Peter's Zoosk profile is set up, only then does Emily receive the matchup invitation from Matt. She 
has good memories of chatting with Matt and therefore is open to his match suggestion. After viewing 

Peter's newly-created profile, which she finds appealing, she agrees to the invitation.



Emily and Peter start their romantic safari.. 



Phase III Facebook to Facebook



Emily follows Matt’s step to match up her friends. She used to have the idea of setting up her two friends on 
Facebook but not using Zoosk. Now she knows that Zoosk can help, she wants to use Zoosk to match up the 

two friends.



Emily goes to the "MatchMaker" tab on Zoosk and proposes a match between Jessica and Alex. She 
selects Jessica from the friend list which include all her Facebook and Zoosk friends. 

Peter

Emily’s friends

someone!Emily



Then she selects Alex also from Facebook friendlist. Although both Jessica and Alex are not on Zoosk, 
Emily is able to  select them on Zoosk platform.

your friends on Facebook or Zoosk!

Emily’s Friends

Jessica

Emily



Emily writes a personal message to both Jessica and Alex and then sends the match invitation!

your friends on Facebook or Zoosk!

Jessica Alex

Emily



Both Jessica and Alex receives a Facebook message from their mutual friend Emily about potential 
matchup. Jessica is really curious to see the person Emily recommended, so she accepts the matchup 

through clicking on the Zoosk link and sets up her Zoosk account.

Emily

Alex

Jessica’s Facebook Messenger

he 

Hey Jessica, 

It was nice to see you after new 
year. Remember I told that I have a 
friend you might like. Well, I decided 
to introduce him to you! You decide 
whether you want to check him out. 
^_^



Then Jessica sees one message in Matchmaker section stating that now the matchup is waiting for Mr. 
mystery to sign up his Zoosk account.

From Emily   |  This match up is waiting Mr. mystery to set up Zoosk.

Jessica

MatchUps



Alex logs in Facebook and notices the matchup message Emily sends out. He has been thinking about 
start meeting someone recently so he clicks the link to sign up Zoosk. 

Emily

Alex

Alex’s Facebook Messenger

Hey Alex, 

How are you doing recently? 
Although you always say no, this 
time I really need to introduce this 
friend of mine to you! 



Right after Alex signs up his Zoosk account, Jessica and Alex both receive the matchup invitation from 
Emily in First Messages 

Emily
Alex

Jessica



Will they both accept the matchup invitation? We end here but their story keeps going on. 

Jessica Alex
Jessica! Emily Alex! Emily

Alex Jessica

Jessica?Alex?


